Seeking COLORFUL
DIVERSITY
DIVERSITY is one of the most fundamental factors that define everyday
kindergarten life at cocon. Diversity is reflected in all areas of our concept.
cocon cares for 164 children in two houses – in Bogenhausen and
Waldtrudering – yet there is still a familiar, informal atmosphere.

DIVERSTIY among employees and the children
We are a liberal-minded, cosmopolitan house. We provide care in three
languages for German-, English- and French-speaking children. Our
employees come from all over the world and we see different cultures and
mentalities as enrichment.

DIVERSITY in our offer
There’s something for everyone in our offer. Whether musical, scientific,
active or creative: Both children and employees can decide which projects
they wish to concentrate on, depending on their inclinations and strengths.

Our teams in Waldtrudering and Bogenhausen are currently looking for an:

Early Years Educator (m/f/d)
(full time position)
for our nursery and/or kindergarten
You:
are qualified in the field of Early Childhood Education or Psychology
speak English with native-speaker fluency and are learning or are
prepared to learn German
have a liberal-minded personality and never lose sight of the “WE”
you are a team-player and empathic
can respond flexibly to everyday changes and remain focused under
stress
are ready to learn – first time job entrants are also welcome
enjoy working in an international environment with different languages
and cultures
like to laugh, are warm-hearted and enjoy your work
Waiting for you is:
an attractive compensation package (with 13th wage from second
year)
travel expense allowance
free meals from our organic kitchen
company pension (according to our company guidelines)
support with German courses up to level B1
a well-structured training period accompanied by your own “mentor”
from our team
small groups of 11 children in nursery and 18 children in kindergarten,
cared for by 3 teachers (m/f/d)
relaxed and friendly working atmosphere in a small company
extensive quota of training days each year
regular team-building and team events as well as professional
coaching and supervision

We are looking forward to receiving your application
Veronika Pagacz and Kristina Harzenetter,
organization management of cocon day nurseries
kontakt@cocon-kids.com

